Mobeye Telemetry Products. Security. Anywhere, anytime.

MOBEYE i110 and Argos
Mobeye all-in-one GSM alarm system

Interested in buying a Mobeye alarm?
Read what others asked to make their decision...
1. Where can I use Mobeye systems??
The Mobeye alarm systems can be used in all countries using the 2G GSM frequencies. For sales
addresses, please contact us through the contact form.
2. How reliable is the Mobeye?
The components of the Mobeye are tested against the highest reliability standards. The Mobeye will not
give false alarms under normal circumstances. In addition it is also possible to send test messages to
assure the proper functioning of the Mobeye.
3. What kind of alarm notification is produced?
The Mobeye i110 has an option for a loud or silent alarm. In case of a silent alarm, on the spot itself there is
no sign of alarm. The Mobeye sends an SMS message to the programmed phone numbers and calls these
numbers immediately afterwards. The uninvited guest can thus possibly be caught in the act. It also
reduces the risk of the Mobeye being damaged or stolen.
4. How can I be sure the Mobeye functions properly?
It is possible to program the frequency at which you will receive test messages from the Mobeye on your
mobile phone. This allows you to ensure that the Mobeye is functioning properly.
5. What if I forget my user code?
The way to reset the user code is not made public, for your own security. It is advised to keep the user code
in a proper way. In case it has to be reset anyway, please contact the Mobeye organisation.
6. Can I secure the Mobeye to a fixed place?
The Mobeye has fixing holes in the back of the box. This makes it easy to secure the Mobeye to a fixed
object or wall.
Did you not find the answer to your question? You can send your question to us through the contact form.
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